Clinical aspects of tuberculosis in nonhuman primates
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1. Extended abstract

Tuberculosis induced by Mycobacterium (M.) tuberculosis and M. bovis is an
important zoonotic disease in humans and animals worldwide. In 2010, the tuberculi
bacilli caused an estimated 8.5 - 9.2 million cases and 1.2 - 1.5 million deaths in
humans (Global tuberculosis 13 control: WHO report 2011, 2011). Pathology and
clinical symptoms can vary between species, and diagnosis is complicated by a wide
variety of potential hosts with unspecific clinical signs. Nevertheless, similarities
between the pathology of M. tuberculosis infection observed in some species, e. g.
nonhuman primates and guinea pigs (Cavia porcellus), and the disease process in
humans have been detected (Flynn et al., 2003; Kraft et al., 2004; Thoen et al.,
2009). For treatment and prevention early diagnosis of infected animals and humans
is necessary, but despite enormous efforts to increase sensitivity and specificity of
diagnostic methods ante mortem recognition and diagnosis of tuberculosis is still
challenging.
Humans are the only reservoir hosts of M. tuberculosis (Une and Mori, 2007). It is
estimated that about one-third of the world’s population is infected with tuberculosis
(Global tuberculosis control: WHO report 2011, 2011). Due to the high infection rate
the human to human infection cycle rotates continuously; however, M. tuberculosis
has a wide host range and has been detected in fish, reptiles, birds, and other
mammals. Naturally, humans cause the first contamination of these animals with M.
tuberculosis, and then infection occurs among animals, which become the source of
infection in humans (Une and Mori, 2007). Similarly, in nonhuman primates,
transmission occurs primarily from man to monkey followed by monkey to monkey
and monkey to man transmission (Michel and Huchzermeyer, 1998). Therefore M.

tuberculosis is mainly a disease of captive primates or in situations (e. g. ecotourism
for primate watching), where close human-monkey contact is present. Although little
evidence exists of M. tuberculosis infections in wild populations, it is suspected that
with the growing human population and the disappearance of undeveloped wildlife
areas, in addition to rescue and rehabilitation projects with potentially infected
animals, tuberculosis will pose an increasing risk to native primate populations.
Infected primates develop a broad spectrum of disease, and clinical differentiation
between M. tuberculosis and M. bovis is impossible, because both tuberculi bacteria
primarily affect the respiratory and digestive tract with almost the same pathology
(Isaza, 2003). Infection of nonhuman primates occurs by inhalation of infectious
aerosols or ingestion of contaminated food items (Sapolsky and Else, 1987). In
addition, it is important to emphasize that early clinical signs are only rarely apparent
in wild animals. Therefore it is not surprising that textbook literature on tuberculosis
in nonhuman primates lists various different unspecific clinical signs such as
behavioral changes, anorexia, lethargy, sudden death in good condition, respiratory
disease, diarrhea, enlarged lymph nodes, ulceration of the skin, paralysis of hind
limbs, palpable splenomegaly, and hepatomegaly. Approximately 90 % of human M.
tuberculosis infections are clinically latent (Ulrichs et al., 2005). A short review of the
literature over the last 20 years revealed similar results for nonhuman primates in that
80 % of confirmed M. tuberculosis infections were clinically inapparent. Infections
were mostly detected during routine screening with additional diagnostics, e. g.
radiology, intracutaneous TB tests, or during pathology. Nevertheless, detection of
both active and latent infections is essential for prevention.
Any primate is susceptible, although Asian Old World monkeys seem to be most
susceptible; especially rhesus macaques are affected by a short, severe illness with
survival times of less than 1 year (Isaza, 2003). Apes and African monkeys are
intermediately susceptible, while New World monkeys and prosimians have shown
to be relatively resistant (Isaza, 2003). An exception is the African green monkey
(Chlorocebus aethiops), which seems to be very sensitive to M. tuberculosis
developing a rapidly progressive disease (Lyashchenko et al., 2007).

2. Conclusion
Despite recent progress in the accuracy of diagnostic imaging and laboratory
methods to prove tuberculosis infection, ante mortem detection of tuberculosis is still

challenging. Latent infections and very vague clinical signs that are present only in
the late disease process make additional disease investigations necessary.
Tuberculosis prevention and surveillance of a captive primate population should
include a thorough population health management plan with routine and regular
screening for tuberculosis (Bushmitz et al., 2009; Lerche et al., 2008). The health
program should be based on a variety of tests and should never rely on a single test
result only. Regular clinical examinations with pulmonary diagnostic imaging (e. g.
radiology, computer tomography, magnetic resonance imaging), bacterial culture (e.
g. tracheal wash, gastric lavage), cell mediated (e. g. intradermal skin test, γinterferon) and immunologic tests (e.g. ELISA, MAPIA) besides biologic sample
storage and post mortem examinations are recommended.
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